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Because You Are Mine Part VIII
In Baby, You’re Gonna Be Mine, Kevin Wilson’s first story collection in nearly a
decade, Wilson combines his signature quirkiness with his keen eye for emotional
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complexity to explore the fraught relationship between parents and children.
“Wildfire Johnny” is the story of a man who discovers a magic razor that allows him
to travel back in time. “Scroll Through the Weapons” is about a couple taking care
of their underfed and almost feral nieces and nephews. “Signal to the Faithful”
follows a boy as he takes a tense road trip with his priest. And “Baby, You’re Gonna
Be Mine,” the title story, is about a narcissistic rock star who moves back home
during a rough patch. These stories all build on each other in strange and
remarkable ways, showcasing Wilson’s crackling wit and big heart. Filled with
imagination and humor, Baby, You’re Gonna Be Mine is an exuberant collection of
captivating and charmingly bizarre stories that promise to burrow their way into
your heart and soul.

Geronimo Stilton Spacemice #2: You're Mine, Captain!
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON Ian’s mysterious past continues
to cast a shadow over his relationship with Francesca—once again changing the
rules of attraction—as national bestselling author Beth Kery’s Because You Are
Mine continues… Because You Are Mine, Part VII Because I Need To After time
away, Ian pursues Francesca once again. She can't resist him, despite his secrecy.
As their relationship deepens, Ian begins to take pleasure in teaching her his
strengths while she tempts him with the beauty of spontaneity and the rush of
letting go of control. And for a while, they do let go… It’s intoxicating and it’s
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exhilarating as they indulge themselves in the sweet, addictive fruit of passion. But
as Francesca knows, when pleasure gets this intense, the quick burn-out can be
devastating. For Ian’s secrets have tested Francesca yet again, leaving her to
despair that the one man with whom she has become obsessed is the one man she
may never really have. . . More to come… Don’t miss Because You Are Mine, Part
VIII, available 9/18

Infinite Jest
Winner of the Lambda Literary Award for LGBT Children’s/Young Adult One of
Rolling Stone’s 40 Best YA Novels A 2014 ALA Rainbow List Top 10 Title A Booklist
Top 10 First Novels for Youth 2013 A Chicago Public Library “Best of the Best” 2013
This Forbidden Romance Could Cost Them Their Lives Seventeen-year-old Sahar
has been in love with her best friend, Nasrin, since they were six. They’ve shared
stolen kisses and romantic promises. But Iran is a dangerous place for two girls in
love--Sahar and Nasrin could be beaten, imprisoned, even executed. So they carry
on in secret until Nasrin’s parents suddenly announce that they’ve arranged for her
marriage. Then Sahar discovers what seems like the perfect solution:
homosexuality may be a crime, but to be a man trapped in a woman’s body is seen
as nature’s mistake, and sex reassignment is legal and accessible. Sahar will never
be able to love Nasrin in the body she wants to be loved in without risking their
lives, but is saving their love worth sacrificing her true self?
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You Are Mine
If you liked Dune, Atlantis Gene and Star Wars—you will love the book Battlefield
Earth! In the year A.D. 3000, Earth is a dystopian wasteland, plundered of its
natural resources by alien conquerors known as Psychlos. Fewer than thirty-five
thousand humans survive in a handful of communities scattered across the face of
a post-apocalyptic Earth. From the ashes of humanity rises a young hero, Jonnie
Goodboy Tyler. Setting off on an initial quest to discover a hidden evil, Jonnie
unlocks the mystery of humanity’s demise and unearths a crucial weakness in their
oppressors. Spreading the seeds of revolt, Jonnie and a small band of survivors pit
their quest for freedom in an all-out rebellion that erupts across the continents of
Earth and the cosmic sprawl of the Psychlo empire. For the fate of the Galaxy lies
on the Battlefield of Earth. “Over 1,000 pages of thrills, spills, vicious aliens and
noble humans. I found Battlefield Earth un-put-downable.” —Neil Gaiman
“Battlefield Earth is a terrific story! The carefully underplayed comedy I found it
delicious. A masterpiece.” —Robert A. Heinlein “Pulse-pounding mile-a-minute sci-fi
action adventure that does not stop. It is a masterpiece of popular adventure
science fiction.” —Brandon Sanderson “Space opera that hits the right notes. It's
provocative, exhilarating and genuinely enjoyable.” —SCIFI.COM “Like the Harry
Potter series, itʼs got concepts like good vs. evil, the noble savage and the heroʼs
journey—and people go crazy over it!” —Dr. David Powers, Educator Awards and
Accolades: Top 100 science fiction books Top three of the best 100 English
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language novels of the 20th century by the Random House Modern Library Readers
Poll US Golden Scroll and Saturn Awards Tetradramma d'Oro Award Gutenberg
Award Read the novel that changed the shape of science fiction * Over 4,000,000
copies sold * Translated in 25 languages * 21st Century edition with expanded
content: author's never-before-published handwritten notes & an exclusive author
interview An engaging read for STEM learning The imaginative diversity of the
novel's characters and alien races, its military artifacts and striking technologies
and mathematics make it the perfect motivation for STEM learning. “Want to get
your kid excited about STEM? Battlefield Earth will give you the talking points, in
fact, theyʼll already be talking about it.” —S.G. Educator Accelerated Reader level
5.8, students earn 62 points Lexile 780 Discussion guide available for book clubs
and educators.

Because You're Mine
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON How much can a woman
endure? How much can a man get away with? Tantalizing questions. National
bestselling author Beth Kery’s Because You Are Mine dares to answer them…
Because You Are Mine, Part V Because I Said So An outing in Paris, a luxury car, a
dangerous rain-slicked street—and Francesca eagerly takes the wheel sending her
and Ian spinning deliriously out of control. The risk would frighten most women.
Not Francesca. It’s arousing. A moment of le petit morte that steers her
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relationship with Ian into a daring new direction. Scorched by the depths of
Francesca’s fresh, generous response to him, Ian begins to question his ability to
keep his distance from the vibrant beauty. She’s like fire in his blood, striking a
chord in him unlike any other woman, and every time he touches her, his need for
total possession only mounts… More to come… Don’t miss Because You Are Mine,
Part VI, available 9/4

Because You're Mine
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON What are the mysteries of
attraction? They’re about to be explored as national bestselling author Beth Kery’s
Because You Are Mine continues, drawing two lovers closer and closer Because You
Are Mine, Part III Because You Haunt Me Knowing just how innocent Francesca is,
Ian finds himself struggling with whether or not to pursue her. But he has to have
her. Because when it comes to this particular obsession, desire trumps all caution.
Unnerved by her own longings, Francesca avoids Ian until he confronts her with a
tantalizing proposition: a purely physical relationship—her reward, alluring,
forbidden pleasure. It may be a mistake, but her need for Ian can’t be denied.
Suddenly she’s swept away to Paris, overwhelmed by the beauty of the city, by the
irresistible man at her side, Francesca abandons all reservations, and finally opens
herself up to the man who has haunted her fantasies. More to come… Don’t miss
Because You Are Mine, Part IV, available 8/21
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Because You Are Mine Part III
If You Could Be Mine
I'm not a white knight in shining armor, baby. I'm the monster that will pull you
down.You don't see me, but you suspect I'm here.I'm always there - no matter
what you do. As usual.I protect you when you think there's no one there for you;
I'm listening when you think no one is listening to you, and I see you when you
would like nothing more than to be invisible. I feel you when you rub your small hot
body against me and when you play my assistant wearing that tight costume.I
know what's going on in your head, who you are, and who you'd like to be.I know
what you need and gave it to you.Now you're mine.And that will never
change.Because the game just begun.Part one: Obsessed - until you're mine

Since I Saw You
Adopted from an orphanage at seven and a half months, a retired lawyer in his late
seventies describes growing up in North Dakota with lifelong questions about his
beginnings, his search for his birth parents and the highs and lows of his
discoveries. Through the structure of an autobiography, the book tells about
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"closed" adoptions of the 1940s, 50s and 60s and the permanent impact they had
on each member of the adoption triad: the birth mother, the adoptive parents and
the adoptee. Most importantly, by example, this story provides insight into the
need for communication between adoptive parents and their adopted child. Filled
with antidotes, history and humor, a must read for those interested in the world of
adoption.

Because You Are Mine
Available for the first time as a complete novel--the serial from the New York Times
bestselling author of When I'm With You that explores hidden pasts, dangerous
obsessions, and uncontrollable passion Harper McFadden established herself as an
investigative journalist by being both compassionate and fearless. After tragedy
strikes her family, she moves to the shores of Lake Tahoe to find some peace. But
when mysterious software mogul Jacob Latimer enters her life, her thoughts turn
from her own healing to an insatiable desire to get closer to him No one knows
what secrets lurk in the past of Jacob Latimer. He built his corporation from
nothing, but rumors abound about his mysterious rise to power. Harper is the last
person he should let into his life. She could expose the truth about his origins. But
Jacob knows things about Harper's past that draw him in. He wants nothing more
than to make her his--and Jacob is a man who always gets what he wants
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Because You Are Mine Part V
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE PopSugar – The Summer’s Hottest Books *
Refinery 29 - Best Summer Thrillers * US Weekly - Summer's Best Send-Offs *
Parade - 20 Chilling Thrillers by Women to Read This Year * Brit + Co - 15 New
Thrillers by Women That Will Give You Chills This Summer * The Zoe Report – 20
Books to Read this Summer * She Reads - New Summer Thrillers to Get Your Heart
Racing * Working Mother - 15 Hot New Summer Beach Reads * Culturalist - Top Ten
Domestic Thrillers That Will Make You Question Everything * Crime Reads - 5 Debut
Crime Novels to Read This August "Brings to mind Jodi Picoultthought-provoking
domestic drama." - Booklist “Will make you miss your bedtime, guaranteed.” –
Bestselling author Kimberly Belle Gripping, emotional, and wire-taut, Not Her
Daughter raises the question of what it means to be a mother—and how far
someone will go to keep a child safe. Emma Townsend. Five years old. Gray eyes,
brown hair. Missing since June. Emma is lonely. Living with her cruel mother and
clueless father, Emma retreats into her own world of quiet and solitude. Sarah
Walker. Successful entrepreneur. Broken-hearted. Kidnapper. Sarah has never
seen a girl so precious as the gray-eyed child in a crowded airport terminal. When
a second-chance encounter with Emma presents itself, Sarah takes her—far away
from home. But if it’s to rescue a little girl from her damaging mother, is
kidnapping wrong? Amy Townsend. Unhappy wife. Unfit mother. Unsure whether
she wants her daughter back. Amy’s life is a string of disappointments, but her
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biggest issue is her inability to connect with her daughter. And now Emma is gone
without a trace. As Sarah and Emma avoid the nationwide hunt, they form an
unshakeable bond. But what about Emma’s real mother, back at home? Praise for
Not Her Daughter “The plot twists here are brave, the themes are both poignant
and unsettling, and the resolution is deeply resonant. A page-turner with heart!" New York Times bestselling author Kate Moretti "A cleverly constructed novel that
will have you questioning everything you believe about right or wrong." - New York
Times bestselling author Chevy Stevens "Engrossing and suspenseful, Frey writes
her characters with depth and compassion, challenging readers to question their
own code of ethics.” - Zoje Stage, author of Baby Teeth “An emotional ride where
the line between right and wrong begins to fadepulls you in from the very first
page, and unlike most in its genre, you won't know how you want it to end until it
does.” – Wendy Walker, author of Emma in the Night

Glimmer
From the New York Times bestselling author of Because You Are Mine, a scorching
new novel about forbidden desire After graduating from her M.B.A. program, Alice
Reed is surprised when she's recruited for the management training experience at
legendary Camp Durand, owned by Durand Inc.'s young, billionaire CEO, Dylan Fall.
The company usually recruits from Ivy League schools, not insignificant colleges
like Alice's. Alice enthusiastically accepts, but she still wonders why Dylan would
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choose a girl from the wrong side of the tracks for the prestigious program. But
after a passionate encounter one night, she discovers exactly why--Dylan wants
her, and Alice can hardly resist his fierce sexual appetites, though she is amazed
that she could appeal to an experienced, sophisticated man like Dylan. As Dylan
introduces her to thrilling, erotic territory, Alice discovers a delicious new part of
herself. Night after night, she steals away to find ecstasy and escape in Dylan's
arms. But behind her lover's powerfully magnetic facade, Alice senses darkness,
secrets from Dylan's past lurking in his beautiful, lonely mansion--secrets that are
starting to haunt Alice. And the ghosts of the truth might tear Dylan and Alice apart
forever . . .

Because You Are Mine Part VI
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a witty, practical
guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice from the
creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the
work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that
people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she
tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll
learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it
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• you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re
being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie
• your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone
is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Advance praise for
Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice
boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not)
and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will
get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge
fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us
how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert
Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a
Manager is the book I wish I’d had in my desk drawer when I was starting out (or
even, let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling
author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck

Because You Are Mine Part VII
A classic historical romance novel from New York Times bestseller Lisa Kleypas
(“One of today’s leading lights in romantic fiction” —Seattle Times), Because
You’re Mine is a breathtaking tale of romantic intrigues and uncontained passions
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that showcases this acclaimed author at her very best. Returning to Regency Era
London, Kleypas weaves a sensuous tale of a lovely intriguer’s attempts to seduce
a notorious seducer in order to save herself from an unwanted prearranged
marriage—only to have true love complicate the affair. This is emotional, sensual,
absolutely superb storytelling from a multiple RITA Award-winning historical
romance superstar that any serious fan of top-quality love stories must not miss.

Because You Are Mine Part I
Passions are reignited as Ian and Francesca return to face intimate secrets that
threatened to keep them apart, but an even darker threat emerges which could
separate the two lovers forever.

Because You Are Mine Part V
THE COMPLETE NOVEL—FIRST TIME IN PRINT New York Times bestselling author
Beth Kery ignites a red-hot romance like no other—where the rules of desire are
broken, night after intoxicating night… The moment Francesca and Ian met, the
attraction was mutual, an exquisitely physical charge that ignited between them.
To Ian, she was the kind of woman he couldn’t resist. She was a true innocent. To
Francesca, he was the kind of man she feared and desired—dark, extreme,
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commanding, and forbidden. What happened between them couldn’t be
ignored—only indulged, evolving into an inescapable bond. From a private jet to an
interlude in Paris, from a daring tryst in a public museum to the intimacy of a
luxury hotel, Francesca and Ian come together whenever the need is aroused. But
as their relationship grows more intense, Francesca discovers something about
Ian—and herself—that forever changes the game and the players. It’s something
they never expected, something that sends both their lives spinning deliriously out
of control . . . INCLUDES A PREVIEW OF BETH KERY’S WHEN I’M WITH YOU

Dear Mother
Little Red Squirrel tries to guess the reason that his daddy loves him—is it because
he is a good High Climber, and Brave, and Fast, and Completely Handsome? Could
it be because he’s so Friendly? Or maybe it’s because he’s so good at finding Top
Secret Berries? The answer is a heartwarming testament to a parent’s love for a
child. From New York Times bestselling author Sally Lloyd-Jones and illustrator
Frank Endersby comes a classic story about the nature of unconditional love.

Remember, You're Mine
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON Secrets are exposed, love is
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challenged, and the future is compromised, when Francesca and Ian face an
inevitable decision that will change their lives forever as national bestselling author
Beth Kery’s Because You Are Mine comes to a spellbinding conclusion… Because
You Are Mine, Part VIII Because I Am Yours From the moment Ian and Francesca
first met, the attraction was mutual—a purely, exquisitely physical charge that
ignited between them. It couldn’t be ignored—only indulged, evolving into a bond
of pleasurable subjugation. But Francesca’s open sensuality left her wanting more.
Getting it from a man as mysterious and resolute as Ian was a challenge she never
anticipated. Francesca knows there's only one way for them to move forward—to
follow Ian to London and show him that she doesn't want him to suffer alone. But
when Ian's past and inner torment is revealed, he experiences a nearly unbearable
volcanic mix of emotions for the woman who has dared to love him, despite his
inner demons. After exposing Francesca to the limits of his anguish, he wonders if
he's lost her forever. Can he bend enough to compromise to true intimacyand
something called love?

Because You Are Mine Part VII
In this riveting domestic suspense debut, a woman's life shatters when she meets
a girl she believes is the daughter she lost years ago--and she finds that reclaiming
the life she lost might cost her the life she has. Tell Me You're Mine is a story of
guilt, grief, and the delicate balance between love and obsession. Where is the line
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between hope and madness? Three women: one who believes she has found her
long lost daughter, one terrified she's about to lose her child, and one determined
to understand who she truly is. Stella Widstrand is a psychotherapist, a happily
married mother to a thirteen-year-old son. But when a young woman named
Isabelle steps into her clinic to begin therapy, Stella's placid life begins to crumble.
She is convinced that Isabelle is her daughter, Alice. The baby that tragically
disappeared more than twenty years ago on a beach during a family vacation.
Alice is believed to have drowned, but her body was never found. Stella has always
believed that Alice is alive, somewhere--but everyone around her worries she's
delusional. Could this be Alice? Stella will risk everything to answer that question,
but in doing so she will set in motion a sequence of events beyond her control,
endangering herself and everyone she loves.

Make Me
Broken bonds Growing up, Cara Sinclair and Drake Ross shared an undeniable
bond until they found themselves in a fight for their lives. Drake soon learns that
betrayal cuts deep, and the connection he and Cara once shared is irrevocably
shattered. Betrayal Twelve years later, fate conspires to bring them back together.
Drake has been hired as the new Finance Director for a prominent consulting
firm--and as Cara's new boss. Yet while they struggle with their reawakened
desires and unforgotten passions, Drake is left more uncertain of the past that tore
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them apart. An impenetrable love But the love that binds them proves
impenetrable. And when light is finally shed on the secrets that haunt them, Cara
and Drake soon discover that danger still lurks and betrayal cuts deeper than they
could have ever imagined.

Battlefield Earth
The first collection of poetry from Bunmi Laditan, bestselling author of Confessions
of a Domestic Failure and creator of The Honest Toddler, capturing the honesty,
rawness, sheer joy and total madness of motherhood. With the compassion and wit
that have made her a social media sensation among mothers around the world,
Bunmi Laditan puts into evocative and relatable words what so many of us feel but
can’t quite express. For mothers who love their children with a fiery fierceness but
know what it is to feel crushed at the end of those long days, Dear Mother is like a
warm hug that says, “I get it.”

Game Theory, Alive
We live in a highly connected world with multiple self-interested agents interacting
and myriad opportunities for conflict and cooperation. The goal of game theory is
to understand these opportunities. This book presents a rigorous introduction to
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the mathematics of game theory without losing sight of the joy of the subject. This
is done by focusing on theoretical highlights (e.g., at least six Nobel Prize winning
results are developed from scratch) and by presenting exciting connections of
game theory to other fields such as computer science (algorithmic game theory),
economics (auctions and matching markets), social choice (voting theory), biology
(signaling and evolutionary stability), and learning theory. Both classical topics,
such as zero-sum games, and modern topics, such as sponsored search auctions,
are covered. Along the way, beautiful mathematical tools used in game theory are
introduced, including convexity, fixed-point theorems, and probabilistic arguments.
The book is appropriate for a first course in game theory at either the
undergraduate or graduate level, whether in mathematics, economics, computer
science, or statistics. The importance of game-theoretic thinking transcends the
academic setting—for every action we take, we must consider not only its direct
effects, but also how it influences the incentives of others.

Tell Me You're Mine
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON Secrets are exposed, love is
challenged, and the future is compromised, when Francesca and Ian face an
inevitable decision that will change their lives forever as national bestselling author
Beth Kery’s Because You Are Mine comes to a spellbinding conclusion… Because
You Are Mine, Part VIII Because I Am Yours From the moment Ian and Francesca
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first met, the attraction was mutual—a purely, exquisitely physical charge that
ignited between them. It couldn’t be ignored—only indulged, evolving into a bond
of pleasurable subjugation. But Francesca’s open sensuality left her wanting more.
Getting it from a man as mysterious and resolute as Ian was a challenge she never
anticipated. Francesca knows there's only one way for them to move forward—to
follow Ian to London and show him that she doesn't want him to suffer alone. But
when Ian's past and inner torment is revealed, he experiences a nearly unbearable
volcanic mix of emotions for the woman who has dared to love him, despite his
inner demons. After exposing Francesca to the limits of his anguish, he wonders if
he's lost her forever. Can he bend enough to compromise to true intimacyand
something called love?

Because You Are Mine
Amid the beauty of Charleston, not all is as it seems. When her husband Liam is
killed by a car bomb while their Celtic band is on tour in Charleston, singer and
Irish beauty Alanna doesn’t quite know where to turn. Her father-in-law is
threatening to take custody of the baby she carries, but Alanna knows she can’t
lose the only piece of Liam she has left. Alanna’s manager offers her a marriage of
convenience to obtain U.S. citizenship and allow her to escape her father-in-law’s
control. It seems like the perfect solution until she arrives at the family home of
her new husband—a decaying mansion with more questions than answers. Strange
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things begin happening that threaten Alanna’s life and the life of her child. Are
they merely coincidences? Or is something more sinister at work? A mysterious
painting, a haunting melody, and a love stronger than death leave Alanna
questioning where darkness ends and light begins.

Because We Belong
Elise Martin moves to Chicago to start a new life and encounters a man from her
past, Lucien Lenault, who has assumed a new name and new identity, as they
embark on an intense affair where they both try to protect their secrets.

You'd Be Mine
When you grow up in the most feared mafia family, it's easy to identify the kind of
men that are bad news. They're the ones with experience. The ones with secrets.
The ones that exude sex just by saying your name. From the moment I laid eyes on
Lorenzo, I knew he wasn't just bad news. He was the headline. But my head and
my heart are at war. He's too mysterious, too gorgeous, too wild, and now, he
wants me. I should run far away. So why am I racing toward him? I'm totally going
to get burned. I know it. A man like Lorenzo won't leave me unscathed. He'll make
ashes of me.
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When I'm with You
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON National bestselling author
Beth Kery reveals a lover’s secrets—and more—as Because You Are Mine
continues… Because You Are Mine, Part IV Because You Must Learn From a luxury
private jet to a daring tryst in a public museum to the intimacy of a luxury hotel,
Ian and Francesca come together wherever the spark is ignited. But when
Francesca disappears for a morning alone, she discovers an unexpected new shade
to Ian’s character. Is it anger, jealousy, or something else entirely? Stunned by the
degree of Ian’s reaction, Francesca wonders why his whole life is ruled by
discipline, order, and restraint. Only during passion does he show her the
captivating depths of his soul. She’s willing to submit to desire, but having every
move controlled is something she can never accept. Then Francesca begins to
discover what it is that makes a man like Ian do the things he does… More to
come…Don’t miss Because You Are Mine, Part V, available 8/28

Because You Are Mine Part II
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON The red-hot romance between
Ian and Francesca was ignited in Because You Are Mine—that which comes with
the first look, the first caress. Now comes the first act of defiance that takes them
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one step further into forbidden desire. Because You Are Mine, Part II Because I
Could Not Resist A heated argument between Francesca and Ian leaves the
impetuous young woman alone again, and free to do whatever she chooses, and
with whomever she desires. She’s not about to answer to any one man—especially
Ian. Until he catches her. As he takes her to his penthouse, the tension is
incendiary. One thing is clear for both of them. Francesca must be punished.
Outraged and unbearably excited, the naïve Francesca loses whatever control she
had. After all, Ian is too dominant a man to fight off. She did disobey him. She does
deserve it. Francesca just never realized how much she wanted it. But when Ian
discovers how naïve Francesca really is, he wonders if taking advantage of such
innocence is going too far, even for him. More to come… Don’t miss Because You
Are Mine, Part III, available 8/14

Because You're Mine
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON National bestselling author
Beth Kery’s Because You Are Mine continues as rules are broken, and boundaries
are crossed… Because You Are Mine, Part VI Because You Torment Me Francesca
takes the reins, blossoming under Ian’s tutelage and leading to a bold act of
rebellion and sexual empowerment—one that sends Ian closer to the edge. As far
as Ian’s concerned, Francesca’s gone too far. It’s not just her flirtation with
disaster, but her flagrant defiance and an agenda to torment him until he’s seeing
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red with need and desire. He will see the willful young woman submit, but when
she does, Ian finds himself losing all of his carefully guarded control and leaping
into the consuming flames with the woman he can’t live without. More to come…
Don’t miss Because You Are Mine, Part VII, available 9/11

Just Because You're Mine
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON From Beth Kery, the national
bestselling author of Explosive, comes a red-hot romance like no other—where the
rules of attraction are broken with that first electrifying touch. Meet Francesca and
Ian. The fantasies of what’s to come begin… Because You Are Mine, Part I Because
You Tempt Me It starts with that first look, when you know you have to have him…
Francesca Arno has been commissioned to create a grand centerpiece painting for
the lobby of Ian Noble’s new skyscraper. It’s at a cocktail party in her honor that
she first meets him—and the attraction is immediate for Francesca. It’s also
bewildering. She’s not used to such a wholesale sexual response to a stranger.
Enigmatic, darkly intense, with a commanding presence, Ian completely unnerves
her. And she likes it. For Ian, she’s the kind of woman he can’t resist—one that
comes all too rarely: a true innocent. But he can sense in her a desire to open up,
to experiment, to give herself to the fantasies of a man in control. The first kiss,
the first caress, the first challenge for a woman who craves what she’s never
had—a man who gets what he wants. More to come. Don't miss Because You Are
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Mine, Part II, available 8/7

Not Her Daughter
In the “exceptionally hot” (USA Today) Because You Are Mine, Beth Kery redefined
what’s possible, what’s desirable, and what’s forbidden between a man and a
woman. It’s time to go further When enigmatic billionaire Ian Noble sets Lin the
task of “taming” his brilliant yet half-savage brother Kam Reardon, she eagerly
accepts. She’s more than curious about the solitary genius and everything she’s
heard about him. During their electric first meeting, her fascination increases a
hundredfold. Kam practically oozes raw sex appeal. Lin is interestedvery
interested. But does her intense attraction and willingness to go places with him
she’s never gone before in the bedroom really have to do with Kam? Or is her
carefully hidden desire to blame for wanting a man she knows she can never have?
An elusive outsider, Kam avoids intimacy, yet never shies away from satisfying his
erotic appetites. But there’s something different about Lin—a reserve he’s anxious
to break. She’s a woman he’s eager to take his time with…and possess completely.
A sophisticated beauty like her would never want him anywhere but in bed, but he
finds himself unable to resist her. Immediately Lin’s smooth facade is undone by
Kam’s overwhelming masculinity and by his irresistible erotic demands—a lesson
in subjugation that leaves Lin confused, reeling, and open to things she never
thought possible. Now, as the unpredictable nights between them grow darker, Lin
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and Kam are certain of only one thing: they’re made for each other.

Because You Are Mine Part IV
One of Oprah.com's "Best Romance Novels of 2019"! "If you’re still obsessing over
A Star Is Born (because, same) you’ll love this new romance novel by Erin Hahn." Cosmopolitan Annie Mathers is America’s sweetheart and heir to a country music
legacy full of all the things her Gran warned her about. Superstar Clay Coolidge is
most definitely going to end up one of those things. But unfortunately for Clay, if
he can’t convince Annie to join his summer tour, his music label is going to drop
him. That’s what happens when your bad boy image turns into bad boy reality.
Annie has been avoiding the spotlight after her parents’ tragic death, except on
her skyrocketing YouTube channel. Clay’s label wants to land Annie, and Clay has
to make it happen. Swayed by Clay’s undeniable charm and good looks, Annie and
her band agree to join the tour. From the start fans want them to be more than just
tour mates, and Annie and Clay can’t help but wonder if the fans are right. But if
there’s one part of fame Annie wants nothing to do with, it’s a high-profile
relationship. She had a front row seat to her parents’ volatile marriage and isn’t
interested in repeating history. If only she could convince her heart that Clay, with
his painful past and head over heels inducing tenor, isn’t worth the risk. Erin
Hahn’s thrilling debut, You’d Be Mine, asks: can the right song and the perfect
summer on the road make two broken hearts whole? "Witty and charming, with an
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off-the-charts, irresistible blend of romance, humor, and characters who steal your
heart from page one. Erin Hahn is an author to watch." - Karen M. McManus, New
York Times bestselling author of One of Us Is Lying

Because You Are Mine Part VIII
This is the story of one of the world’s most iconic images. Martin Bailey explains
why Van Gogh painted a series of sunflower still lifes in Provence. He then explores
the subsequent adventures of the seven pictures, and their influence on modern
art. Through the Sunflowers, we gain fresh insights into Van Gogh’s life and his
path to fame. Based on original research, the book is packed with discoveries –
throwing new light on the legendary artist.

The Sunflowers Are Mine
Murderous thoughts. Those are what I had once Isabella walked through the door
and revealed to me who she was. I needed an escape. An escape from my
thoughts, an escape from the hurt, and an escape from him. I was a broken
woman, but I was never going to break my resolve. I grew up being a fighter
because I had to. No man could ever bring me down Not even Luca. But, I had to
admit, I never thought my heart would break as much as it did that day. Of course,
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I fled, but I was a fool to think he would ever let me go. He always told me I was his
no matter what the cost. He was determined to keep me-regardless of the lengths
he had to go to reach his goal. He was like a moth to my flame, a tattoo carved
into my heart. I could never escape his pull. I may have evaded him, but I knew it
would just be a matter of time. Once he inevitably caught up with me, there would
be no going back. However, no matter what I had expected-or even imaginedabsolutely nothing could have prepared either of us for what happened next

Possessed - Because You're Mine
A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the Pursuit of Happiness in America set
in an addicts' halfway house and a tennis academy, and featuring the most
endearingly screwed-up family to come along in recent fiction, Infinite Jest explores
essential questions about what entertainment is and why it has come to so
dominate our lives; about how our desire for entertainment affects our need to
connect with other people; and about what the pleasures we choose say about who
we are. Equal parts philosophical quest and screwball comedy, Infinite Jest bends
every rule of fiction without sacrificing for a moment its own entertainment value.
It is an exuberant, uniquely American exploration of the passions that make us
human - and one of those rare books that renew the idea of what a novel can do.
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Because You're Mine
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON Ian’s mysterious past continues
to cast a shadow over his relationship with Francesca—once again changing the
rules of attraction—as national bestselling author Beth Kery’s Because You Are
Mine continues… Because You Are Mine, Part VII Because I Need To After time
away, Ian pursues Francesca once again. She can't resist him, despite his secrecy.
As their relationship deepens, Ian begins to take pleasure in teaching her his
strengths while she tempts him with the beauty of spontaneity and the rush of
letting go of control. And for a while, they do let go… It’s intoxicating and it’s
exhilarating as they indulge themselves in the sweet, addictive fruit of passion. But
as Francesca knows, when pleasure gets this intense, the quick burn-out can be
devastating. For Ian’s secrets have tested Francesca yet again, leaving her to
despair that the one man with whom she has become obsessed is the one man she
may never really have. . . More to come… Don’t miss Because You Are Mine, Part
VIII, available 9/18

Because You Are Mine Part III
Geronimo Stilton meets outer space in this cosmically fun spin-off series! Meet
Geronimo Stiltonix: He is a spacemouse -- the Geronimo Stilton of a parallel
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universe! He is captain of the spaceship MouseStar 1. While flying through the
cosmos he visits distant planets and meets crazy aliens. His adventures are out of
this world! YOU'RE MINE, CAPTAIN! The MouseStar 1 is contacted by strange aliens
whose ship has broken down! Geronimo Stiltonix is happy to help them out, and
even accompanies them to their home planet Flurkon. But during his visit, the alien
queen becomes enchanted by Geronimo -- and wants to marry him! Will he be
forced to stay on Flurkon forever?

Ask a Manager
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON How much can a woman
endure? How much can a man get away with? Tantalizing questions. National
bestselling author Beth Kery’s Because You Are Mine dares to answer them…
Because You Are Mine, Part V Because I Said So An outing in Paris, a luxury car, a
dangerous rain-slicked street—and Francesca eagerly takes the wheel sending her
and Ian spinning deliriously out of control. The risk would frighten most women.
Not Francesca. It’s arousing. A moment of le petit morte that steers her
relationship with Ian into a daring new direction. Scorched by the depths of
Francesca’s fresh, generous response to him, Ian begins to question his ability to
keep his distance from the vibrant beauty. She’s like fire in his blood, striking a
chord in him unlike any other woman, and every time he touches her, his need for
total possession only mounts… More to come… Don’t miss Because You Are Mine,
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Part VI, available 9/4

Luca (Because You're Mine)
Bestselling author/artist Nancy Tillman celebrates the lifelong bond between
parent and child. Not just about newborns, Because You're Mine stands as a
testament to a parent's protection and support of their child through all ages and
stages. The clouds can blow, the wind can call, the snow can come, the rain can
fall- but they’ll just have to wait in line . . . Because you’re mine. Because you’re
mine. Like Love You Forever, this is sure to be an evergreen gift and a new classic.

Baby, You're Gonna Be Mine
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON What are the mysteries of
attraction? They’re about to be explored as national bestselling author Beth Kery’s
Because You Are Mine continues, drawing two lovers closer and closer Because You
Are Mine, Part III Because You Haunt Me Knowing just how innocent Francesca is,
Ian finds himself struggling with whether or not to pursue her. But he has to have
her. Because when it comes to this particular obsession, desire trumps all caution.
Unnerved by her own longings, Francesca avoids Ian until he confronts her with a
tantalizing proposition: a purely physical relationship—her reward, alluring,
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forbidden pleasure. It may be a mistake, but her need for Ian can’t be denied.
Suddenly she’s swept away to Paris, overwhelmed by the beauty of the city, by the
irresistible man at her side, Francesca abandons all reservations, and finally opens
herself up to the man who has haunted her fantasies. More to come… Don’t miss
Because You Are Mine, Part IV, available 8/21
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